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A comprehensive menu of New Dragon Terrace Chinese Restaurant from Squamish covering all 18 courses and
drinks can be found here on the menu. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact
details provided on the website. What Hunter Hettinger likes about New Dragon Terrace Chinese Restaurant:

I read the other two reviews, but tried this place anyway, as a friend said it was good. ordered chicken chow my,
pork fried rice; sommessuppe, sweet and acid chicken balls and bark meat and brokkoli. typical western

chineses (only what I wanted) I found...all food had good taste and was not fat. wonton suppe was delicious and
the sweet and acidic chicken balls were tender and juicy in the inner. will definitely be o... read more. The

restaurant also offers the possibility to sit outside and eat and drink in pleasant weather, and there is
complimentary WLAN. The premises on site are accessible, and therefore no problem for guests with

wheelchairs or physical limitations. What Evanghelina Ardelean doesn't like about New Dragon Terrace Chinese
Restaurant:

Wow. so bad! Squamish, hate the Chinese food. Didn't get everything I ordered and got raw food. I ended up
having to recook what I did get because the chicken and beef were both raw. I called to complain and instead of
come back for a refund or a new dish I was told by the chef I"ll tell my wife". Really?She didn't cook it, you did. If

you want Squamish business treat your customers with common sense and remake this... read more. The
visitors love it when Asian cuisine meets a bit of creativity. That's exactly what you can expect at the New Dragon
Terrace Chinese Restaurant from Squamish, with its creative Asian fusion cuisine - the perfect blend of familiar

meets the adventurous world of fusion cuisine, Many guests are especially impressed by the versatile, tasty
Chinese cuisine. The dishes are prepared authentically Asian, Likewise, the guests of the establishment prefer

the large selection of differing coffee and tea specialities that the restaurant provides.
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Hous� specialtie�
PORK FRIED RICE

Desser�
COOKIES

Soup
WONTON SOUP

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Sid� Order
FORTUNE COOKIES

Sauce�
SAUCE

Restauran� Categor�
BBQ SAUCE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

P�z�
WESTERN

PIZZA SPECIAL

Mai� Cours�
MONGOLIAN BEEF

BBQ PORK

Ingredient� Use�
VEGETABLES

SHRIMP

CHICKEN

PORK MEAT

SHRIMP
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